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Predictions in ungauged basins – where do we stand?
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Abstract. The spatial dimensions of water management heavily rely on accurate hydrological estimates in the

landscape. This has exactly been the focus of the Predictions in Ungauged Basins (PUB) initiative of the IAHS.

The initiative has significantly advanced the science by furthering process understanding and estimation meth-

ods, and by synthesising the knowledge across processes, places and scales. Ongoing research on PUB is in-

creasingly treating water management as an intrinsic part of the hydrological cycle and is developing processes

understanding and methods to account for the feedbacks between humans and water in the landscape.

1 The Prediction in Ungauged Basins (PUB)

problem

Accurate estimates of stream runoff and other hydrologic

quantities are needed for numerous purposes of water re-

sources planning and management, in particular if one is

interested in the spatial dimension. The most accurate way

of obtaining such estimates at any one location is to mea-

sure them for an extended period of time. However, often

this is not possible for financial or logistic reasons, or simply

because one is interested in the future evolution of the hy-

drological variables. The alternative therefore is to estimate

them from measurements at other locations in the region and

transfer them, in some way, by modelling methods.

Methods for estimating runoff at ungauged locations such

as the Rational Method and the index-flood method have

been in practical use for a long time. However, there are

a range of other hydrological characteristics for which es-

timates are needed in ungauged catchments, including low

flows, rainfall and evaporation. Also, for many purposes,

empirical methods do not suffice and process understanding

needs to be invoked in order to make predictions that are re-

liable for a diverse set of hydrological conditions.

2 Best practice recommendations for predicting

runoff in ungauged basins

The international research on predictions in ungauged basins

has received a major impetus through a research initiative

of the International Association of Hydrological Sciences

(IAHS). The initiative, known as Predictions in Ungauged

Basins (PUB), was started in 2003 (Sivapalan et al., 2003)

and intended to advance the research on the topic around the

globe. The varied and extensive outcome of the initiative sug-

gests that this has indeed been accomplished (see, e.g., Hra-

chowitz et al., 2013).

One of the achievements of the initiative was a synthe-

sis of methods that before had been treated in a fragmented

way (Blöschl et al., 2013). The synthesis proceeded along

the dimensions of processes, places and scales. The synthe-

sis across processes involves a consistent and coherent treat-

ment of annual runoff, seasonal runoff, the flow duration

curve, floods, low flows and entire hydrographs. The synthe-

sis across places is built on the notion of similarity and draws

together experience and data from numerous catchments in

a region and from around the world. The synthesis across

scales involves a balanced view of both upscaling methods

based on laboratory equations (such as distributed models)

and lumped catchment scale models (such as regional statis-

tical relationships).

The synthesis report of the initiative concluded with best

practice recommendations for predicting runoff in ungauged
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Table 1. Summary of best practice recommendations (from Takeuchi et al., 2013).

Step Recommendation

Step 1: Read the landscape Go out to your catchment, look around, what does the landscape tell you, create a photo

documentation, look at the hydrogeology, ask people about previous events, obtain global,

regional and local data, map hydraulic structures and other modifications.

If possible, install a stream gauge.

Step 2: Runoff signatures and processes Analyse all runoff signatures in nearby catchments to get understanding of hydrology of the

catchment beyond the signature of interest. Runoff signatures include annual runoff,

seasonal runoff, flow duration curve, low flows, floods, and hydrographs.

Step 3: Process similarity and grouping On the basis of the first two steps and process similarity measures find similar gauged

catchments to assist in predicting runoff in the ungauged basin (grouping of landscape

units and catchments). The similarity can be based on short term and co-evolutionary processes.

Step 4: Model Build statistical and/or process based model for the signature of interest; regionalise the

parameters from similar catchments, making advantage of a priori information, dynamic proxy

data and any other information on processes, including from the other signatures; account for

correlations along the stream network. There is always more information than the

hydrograph – use it.

Step 5: Interpretation Interpret the parameters of the model hydrologically and justify their values against what was

learned during field trip and other data, to improve parameter choice and uncertainty estimation.

Parameters are, e.g., regression coefficients and runoff model parameters.

Step 6: Uncertainty Assess uncertainty of predicted runoff by combining error propagation methods, regional cross

validation and hydrological interpretation against the backdrop of the uncertainty to be expected

from comparative hydrology (Level 1 and 2). We now have a prediction of runoff signature

including understanding of its credibility.

All steps Communicate all of this in a way that it contributes to the global and national body of

knowledge in hydrology, especially process knowledge.

Figure 1. Best practice recommendations for predicting runoff in

ungauged basins (from Takeuchi et al., 2013).

basins (see Fig 1 and Table 1). In addition to this general pat-

tern, the exact method of estimating runoff in any one case,

of course, depends on many factors, including data availabil-

ity, nature of the catchment and the nature of the estimation

problem.

3 Recent developments

Research on PUB has continued to flourish in the most re-

cent years, both from a theoretical perspective and for as-

sisting the spatial dimensions of water management. For ex-

ample, flood risk management has recently evolved from a

focus on individual flood protection structures to a more in-

tegrated approach at the river basin scale that considers a di-

versity of management measures and changes in the flood

risk over time (e.g. Merz et al., 2014). New methodologi-

cal developments have been aligned with the requirements

of the Flood Risk Directive regarding hazard mapping, large

scale interactions of floods, residual risk (flood prevention);

retaining water in the landscape, linear protection measures,

flood retention (flood mitigation); public participation, out-

reach and education (awareness); flood warning, emergency

plans (preparation); and assessment of flood damage, event

documentation (recovery) (Blöschl et al., 2015).

With all these new developments it is increasingly becom-

ing clear that it is essential to treat water management as

an intrinsic part of the hydrological cycle. This means it no

longer suffices to make estimates for pristine catchments and

correct for any human effects once the estimates have been

obtained. Instead, the processes understanding and methods
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Table 2. Seven steps of framing and modeling hydrological vs coupled dynamic environmental vs socio-hydrological processes (shortened

from Sivapalan and Blöschl, 2015).

Step Recommendation

Step 1: Phenomenon, domain, scale Specify phenomenon, domain, study period, purpose of modeling.

The phenomena are often defined through narratives

Step 2: Perceptual model Causal loop diagram to conceptualise process interactions, assisted by

narratives of phenomena to visualize alternative hypotheses

Step 3: Choice of state variables Small number of variables usually of advantage. Variables should be measurable.

Values are a key state variable for a long term treatment

Step 4: Causal factors that affect state variables Causal factors can be state variables or external forcing. Known balance equations

(e.g., financial budget) may assist in choice of factors (and therefore coupling)

Step 5: Functional relationships for step 4 Use of local data may require upscaling. Scaling analysis to help identify fast and slow

state variables. Guidance by socio-economic data (e.g., surveys, censoring) and narratives

Step 6: Parameter estimation Disassemble model into components and estimate parameters separately. Re-assemble

model and estimate feedback parameters against emergent phenomena. Evaluate effect

of model parameters on path dependence and lock-ins of model dynamics

Step 7: Model validation and uncertainty Test component models against different streams of data. If phenomena are repeatable

in space or time, test model against similar situations at different places or in different

time periods. If phenomena are not repeatable, no full validation is possible. Sources of

uncertainty may include non-optimum behaviour of humans.

need to account for the feedbacks between humans and water

in the landscape.

This brings to the fore the time dependency of hydrolog-

ical variables in the landscape. From a spatial problem one

then progresses to a spatio-temporal problem. While much of

the spatial PUB work, such as the best practice recommen-

dations, are still valid under such a framework, an extension

is required to allow for the temporal dynamics of the system.

One appealing approach of doing this is to frame the coupled

human-nature system as a dynamical system, characterized

by interactions of fast and slow time scales and feedbacks

between environmental and social processes. These interac-

tions give rise to emergent phenomena such as:

– Critical transitions, path dependence, multiple equilib-

ria, lock-in situations

– Levee effect, adaptation to change, system collapse due

to resource depletion

Di Baldassarre et al. (2015) discuss such emergent phe-

nomena for the specific case of floods.

When framing such processes there is almost always the

issue of data scarcity, i.e. this is a genuine predictions in

ungauged basin (PUB) problem. While there are numerous

similarities with the PUB problem there also additional chal-

lenges due to the coupled nature of the processes involved

and the specific characteristics of social processes, such as

context dependence. Sivapalan and Blöschl (2015) proposed

seven steps of framing such coupled processes that account

for the specific characteristics (Table 2). An important part

of the framing is to take advantage of narratives representing

the phenomena of human-water interactions. The phenomena

may be generic (any of the broad class of process causalities

that manifest in several places, e.g., the levee effect, irrigation

efficiency paradox), or they could be place based, reflecting

the unique characteristics of a place and its water history.

Depending on whether one is interested in place based or

generic phenomena, the model complexity may vary from

complex, comprehensive models that account for much spa-

tial and process detail to stylized models that are typi-

cally lumped and much more parsimonious in terms of their

process representation. Sivapalan and Blöschl (2015) high-

lighted the pros and cons of the different model types. The

comprehensive models have the advantage that they can be

readily applied to real world management problems in spe-

cific places, but the modeling effort may be larger and it may

be very difficult to specify all the required parameters in a

realistic way. Also, because of the complexity, it is very chal-

lenging to understand the overall system behavior for differ-

ent parameter combinations and to reveal long-term, large-

scale phenomena. On the other hand, the stylized models

have the advantage of transparency and ease of use. It is pos-

sible to fully explore their dynamic behavior space for all pa-

rameter combinations, including any emergent behavior and

the borders between stability and instability. This can pro-

vide guidance for decision making but at a strategic level.

Their disadvantage is the difficulty of estimating realistic pa-

rameters since they represent aggregate behavior that cannot

directly be translated into local scale decisions.

Developing these dynamic models in a spatial context

bears a lot of resemblance with the research in the PUB ini-
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tiative of IAHS, however, this time framed in a dynamic way.

The research also provides important opportunities to assist

the spatial dimensions of water resource management from a

practical perspective, including

– facilitating stakeholder participation,

– helping decision-makers through the generation and as-

sessment of alternative futures, and

– learning from the experiences of other similar places,

and move towards generalizations beyond individual

case studies (Sivapalan and Blöschl, 2015).

The new IAHS initiative on change in hydrology and soci-

ety, known as Panta Rhei (Montanari et al., 2013), is geared

towards a better understanding of the changing dynamics of

the water cycle related to changing human systems. Clearly,

there are important synergies between the research on predic-

tions in ungauged basins and Panta Rhei in addressing new

exiting science questions from a spatio-temporal perspective

in order to further the science of hydrology.
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